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Disclaimer:
Matt Schifferle is not liable for any injuries or damages that individuals might incur by attempting
to perform any of the exercises or feats of strength depicted or discussed in this book. Any
individual attempting to does so at their own risk. Consult with your physician before beginning
an exercise regimen.

“There are NO shortcuts”
- Fitness experts everywhere

Let’s get one things clear. There most certainly are shortcuts when it comes to diet and
exercise. There are tons of them all around you and they are extremely effective too. In fact, I
would say that most of your success, depends upon discovering shortcuts and exploiting the
hell out of them. Avoiding shortcuts will only hold you back.
I know I’m in the minority with this attitude, but I wasn’t always this way. I used to be a card
carrying member of the harder-is-always-better fan club. I literally have the scars to prove it.

My name is Matt Schifferle and for most of my fitness career I’ve believed that the hard way was
always the best way. This approach did work, at least a little bit, but it wasn’t very effective. It
also compromised my health, well-being and mental attitude. I even went through periods when
people questioned if I was abusing drugs or suffering depression. Truth was, I was addicted. I
was addicted to the pride and security I only felt when I was walking against the wind in my daily
life.

Eventually, I started to learn that the hard way was not always the best way. I started to adopt
strategies that allowed me to get better results. The funny thing was, getting better results
almost always came from taking some sort of a shortcut.
Shortcuts vs detours
When people say there are no shortcuts, they are usually referring to the idea that you can get
results without paying the price of hard work. Magazines in the grocery store are filled with
articles about detox this, and miracle tea that. Bodybuilding internet sites advertise
supplements, pills, shakes and a host of other things that promise muscle and might.
Infomercials promise a world of results because of their “scientifically proven system” or the
“clinically tested technology” behind their gadget. I know these things sound like shortcuts, but
they are the exact opposite. These things are detours.
Consider the difference between a shortcut and a detour when you’re driving to a destination.
Just like in fitness you’re starting off at point A and you hope to get to point B. A detour is
anything that makes you take a longer route which eats up your time and energy. A shortcut is
something that allows you to reach your destination by spending less time and energy.
Just as with all journeys in life, getting in shape requires a given amount of work. If you hope to
reach a destination that’s 5 miles to your west you’re going to have to travel at least 5 miles in
that direction.

A detour is anything that pulls your attention away from the work that’s essential to your
success. It’s a distraction and it makes the journey more complicated and costly. Meanwhile a
shortcut places more emphasis on the work that’s most important while making things simpler
and less costly.
Why shortcuts = success
Shortcuts are crucial to your fitness success. You cannot get very far when busting your ass is
your primary game plan. The reason for this comes down to simple economics. Working hard is
the practice of spending lifestyle resources like time, money, and physical energy. The more
you spend, the harder you are working. The only problem is these resources are finite. You
don’t have unlimited time or energy in a given day so therefore you can only spend so much. In
other words you can only work so hard.
Hard work is incredibly difficult to scale. You can only do so much much of it for so long and
that’s it. Either you’re going to hit your limit or something is going to break. In either case, you’ll
only gain a fraction of the results you were hoping for. Now you’re stuck working as hard as you
can just to maintain your meager progress.

Relying on hard work for success is like walking up a hill that becomes progressively steeper
until you can’t make any further progress.
Relying on hard work for results is like walking up a hill that gets progressively steep over time.
Shortcuts allow you to escape the dead end path of always having to work harder for better
results. Instead of relying on your limited work capacity, shortcuts tap into your infinite ability to
learn and improve your skills. They allow you to either accomplish the same result with less
work, or receive better results with the same amount of work. This is why shortcuts are crucial to

your success. Once you’ve reached the limits of your work capacity you’re only chance is to find
a way to gain more value from the same amount of work you do. If you fail to do that, you’ll
forever struggle just to stay where you are.
I know I’m not the only one who’s fallen into the trap of believing that harder is always better.
That’s why I’ve written this free e-book to help you get better results not by making diet and
exercise harder, but by making it easier. So here are 22 lessons I’ve learned along the way to
help you out.
#1 Don’t take too much comfort in hard work
Hard work is the participation trophy of life. It’s what you get from just showing up and putting
some effort into what you’re doing. While that’s certainly a lot better than the alternative, it
doesn’t hold a lot of promise for success.
There is no assurance of success from hard work just as there’s no guarantee that you’ll arrive
at your destination if you burn enough gas in your car. It’s entirely possible, even highly
probable, that you can work extremely hard and never get the results you want.
By all means, take some pride and satisfaction from the sweat on your brow or the burn in your
muscles. Just know that the effects of putting in a lot of effort don’t directly lead to the results
you want.
#2 Focus on what’s most important
Making diet and exercise easier is all about knowing what habits are the most worthwhile to
invest your effort into. This is easier said than done. Our modern fitness culture is saturated by
messages of hype and fear telling you that every little rule and
detail is vital to your success.
The reality is the vast majority of fitness rules out there are not
very important. Of the few that actually do matter, most of them
are not as important as the experts would have you believe. They
carry some weight, but they’ve been blown far out of proportion
from true reality. The result is you’ve been lead to believe you
need to work your tail off to adhere to a truck load of rules that tax
your body and mind while providing little in return. The other
downside is all of these overblown trivial rules bury the simple, yet
truly effective principles that are the key to your success.
The search for the most important fitness principles is what lead
me to write Fitness Independence. It lays out the few essential
diet and exercise rule you need to focus on. Everything else is just optional details you can

adopt or discard depending on what’s easier for you. I’ll be going over some of these essential
rules later on.
#3 Get comfortable
Pain is not weakness leaving your body. It’s weakness i nvading it. Anytime you put up with
unnecessary pain or discomfort you are literally putting on the brakes of your fitness progress.
Not that getting in shape is going to be a walk in the park. There most certainly will be some
discomfort along the way. The key is to discard any discomfort that isn’t conducive to your
goals.
A good example is to wear comfortable clothing that compliments your activity and the
environment you’re in. You’re only holding yourself back with poor fitting running shoes that give
you blisters, or a heavy sweatshirt that doesn’t breath. Working with equipment or gear that
doesn’t fit your body well does not make you tougher or more badass. It makes you slower,
weaker and less effective in your workouts.

Just because something makes you work harder that doesn’t mean it makes your training more
effective. The more energy you spend dealing with pain and discomfort, the less you have to
actually be productive.
This doesn’t mean you should only exercise when everything is perfect. There will certainly be
times when you may have to run in the rain or exercise when you’re tired. You don’t need or
want perfect conditions, just be on the lookout for unnecessary stress that doesn’t need to be
there.

#4 Food should satisfy you rather than stress you out
As I mentioned in my book, a healthy diet is supposed to remove stress from your body and
mind. Not cause it. While many people perceive
fighting cravings and struggling to “eat right” as
badges of honor, I see them as the signs of a poor
diet.
Consider the role food plays for the average athlete.
Training involves working your body and mind
through hard work, and you reap the benefits of that
work when you recover. Your diet is part of that
recovery process. It’s meant to help you rebuild and
replenish what you’ve lost through training. If your
diet is based on restriction and deprivation there’s a
very good chance you’re not optimizing your recovery. Eating to satisfy your needs is much
more effective plus it is a heck of a lot easier than following various restrictive eating dogmas.
To find out more about how to satisfy yourself through diet check out my podcast on the 4
primal appetites here, or the chapter on healthy eating in my book.
#5 Clean out your fridge and pantry
Everyone is a product of their environment, and this especially goes for your nutritional
environment. The foods you have in your home and office are highly influential towards the
quality of your diet. If you have nothing but chips, soda and snack cakes in your pantry, that’s
what you’ll reach for when you get hungry. The same goes for having whole and natural foods
readily available as well.
Having good food on hand is also about preparing it and making it easy to enjoy. If you get
home after a long day at work, and don’t feel like cooking, you’ll be much more tempted to order
a pizza. However, if you have a batch of heat & eat meals ready to go you’ll be more likely to
eat those.
Finally, food environments also have to do with the quantity of various foods as well. Buying the
family size bag of chocolates ensures you’ll eat a lot more chocolate than if you had just a single
chocolate bar you broke a piece off of each night after dinner. So keep more of the foods you
want to eat, and less of the foods that don’t promote your fitness goals.
#6 Keep a log

I know if may sound tedious, but keeping a quick record of your workouts or diet can do
wonders for you. This is because awareness is the key towards any changes you want to make
in life.
It’s very easy to lose track of what’s really going on in your day to day life. Daily habits have a
tendency to slip under your mental radar. This can result in small habits that you’re not even
aware of, yet they ultimately determine
your fate.
A log cuts through the self-delusional haze
and lays your cards on the table. Through
gaining perspective of what’s really going
on you’ll have a lot more power to make
effective choices.
Another reason to keep a simple log, is
the fallible nature of the human mind. As a
mentor once told me; “never trust your
success to your memory.”
You stand a much greater chance of success if you can build progress in small steps from one
workout to the next. Sometimes, these steps can be so small that you completely forget about
them come your next workout. If you can’t remember to “keep your head up when you squat” or
to “tense abs during pull ups,” you’ll start your next workout in the same place you were last
time. After a while, you just end up running around in circles and wonder why you can’t get
anywhere.
#7 Spread activity throughout the day
A body in motion stay in motion and a body at rest stays at rest. It’s simple to consider, but
many modern approaches to exercise involve spending long periods of time being sedentary
followed by short burst of intense activity.

Spending a lot of time sedentary with big spikes of activity can be hard on body and mind.
This sudden “start and stop” approach is hard on both body and mind. It’s why so many people
need a lot of motivation and a long warm up to break the heavy sedentary inertia that comes
from long bouts of inactivity.
By spreading your activity throughout the day, you create more momentum to be active and
remain so throughout the day, week and month. It’s also a lot easier on your mind when you
know you don’t have to push yourself really hard after sitting around all day. Getting a shorter
bout of activity is a lot easier when you know it’s not going to be a big shock to the system.

This is another advantage of bodyweight training. Being able to exercise anywhere at any time
makes it easy to get 5-10 minute mini workout 2-3 times a day.
#8 Employ consistency to build habits

Habit is the mother of ease and efficiency. The more you repeatedly do something the less
effort you need to spend to continue doing it.
This works both for and against you. If you build habits that are conducive to health and fitness
you’ll find it’s actually difficult to not be in shape. On the other hand, if you develop habits that
are counterproductive you’ll be fighting against the strong current of habit your whole life.
This is why one of the 5 most important rules in fitness is to establish consistency. A lack of
consistency is by far the biggest reason why most people never achieve their fitness goals.
Once you make keeping consistency a top priority, everything becomes much easier.

#9 Start small
Don’t fall victim to the notion that you have to give everything you’ve got to see results. Start off
easy and with a light workload. Just change one small thing about your diet, or vow to do some
light activity like walk a mile each day or do 10 push ups. Whatever you do, just begin with
habits that are relatively easy to maintain.
I know it might seem like making small and seemingly insignificant changes won’t do a whole lot
and you know what? You’re right. You won’t get a lot out of taking baby steps at first. The thing
is, you’re not going to get very far by taking big steps either. Big steps are only marginally more
effective in the long run, provided of course you can stick to those large (and more stressful!)
changes which most people don’t.
Getting in shape is more like a marathon than a sprint. Actually it’s more like an ultra-marathon.
Around the world. Twice. It’s almost impossible to make a lot of progress with any kind of diet or
exercise habit in the short term. Even the most hard-core and difficult methods take months or
even years to experience big changes.

The only way you stand any chance of
sustainable success is to adopt consistent
habits you can easily maintain for long periods
of time.
Consistency allows all of those baby steps to add up to big results. Results that will dwarf
anything you can accomplish in a shorter period of time with more difficult methods.

In addition, no one ever achieved the success they wanted through the habits they originally
adopted. The diet you start with isn’t going to get you to your ideal weight. The workout routine
you start with won’t build the muscle and performance you want. Instead, the habits you start
with are a stepping stone for the changes yet to come. You’re not going to get very far by taking
that first step and then stopping, even if that first step is a massive leap forward. So take that
baby step. Then the next and the next one after that once you’re ready. Before too long, you’ll
look back and be amazed at how far you’ve come.

#10 Prepare your own food
There are only 3 things that will make or break your diet. The first is what you eat. The second is
how much you eat. The third is when you eat.
These three things are simple, but many people relinquish control of their diet by allowing
someone else make their food. When you prepare your own food you are taking back control of
all three aspects of your diet because you can control what you’re eating and the portion sizes.
When you “brown bag” your food you have it with you so you can eat it whenever you like. You
can even graze on it throughout the day instead of eating it all in one sitting.
I’m not saying you shouldn’t eat out ever again, just make a little more of your own food instead
of always running out to the sandwich shop for lunch. You’ll save time, money and most of all
the quality of your diet.
#11 Keep to a structured workout routine

Good comic. Bad fitness plan.
A simple routine can make each workout much easier and more effective. It keeps you focused
on doing what’s most important while preventing you from getting lost in trivial busy work. As I
always say; “winners never wing it.” This means just doing whatever you feel like greatly

decreases the chances that your workout will bring you closer to the
results you want.
Having a plan doesn’t mean you’re forever committed to working out
the same way. You’re always free to change your plan when you like.
When you modify a plan, you make changes that may be better for
you. However, if you don’t have a plan you’ll never know what changes
are effective and which once are a waste of time.
Don’t worry about finding the perfect routine. It’s not the routine that is
ultimately responsible for your success. It’s the progression you bring
to your routine that creates results. So adopt a simple plan like the
ones in Convict Conditioning and just begin.
#12 Get used to an exercise as much as possible
One of the biggest reasons why people shun a regular routine is the myth about how you want
to shock your body or keep your muscles guessing. The idea is that such “muscle confusion” is
what stimulates change in your body. It’s an idea that sounds great in an infomercial, but it
actually makes getting in shape more difficult. After all, when was the last time you were able to
assemble something or complete a project while you were confused and unsure about what was
going on?
Getting in shape is just like accomplishing anything else in life. The more comfortable you are at
doing it the higher you can push your performance. Just think about when you learned to ride a
bike. You could only start going really fast or jumping curbs once you became used to riding
around the block.
Muscle confusion fans will say that you will stop changing once your body gets used to an
exercise or a routine. In fact the opposite is true. You won’t make any serious progress until
your body gets used to the exercise or routine. It’s not muscle confusion that you want, it’s
muscle confidence!
#13 Train every day
I only train on the days I eat and sleep. I hardly ever let 24 hours pass by without doing some
sort of training.
Common exercise dogma claims that you can’t train every day or else you’ll over train and drive
yourself into the ground. Believe me, I have a long history of over doing it and grinding myself
into a weak and injured mess. However, such overkill is not the result of training every day. It’s
the result of failing to properly recover.

The reality is you don’t have to recover from exercise or training. You only need to recover from
fatigue. If you can manage your fatigue you can train every day and make much better progress
than if you trained a few times a week.
Training every day speeds up the rate at which your body and mind can get used to your
exercise. Take handstand training as an example. If you only practice handstands once or twice
a week you’ll struggle to make even half of the progress compared to someone who practices
every day.
Training every day also gives you a big advantage towards fat loss. Doing some activity every
day speeds up your calorie expenditure throughout the whole week as opposed to just a couple
of hours here and there.
#14 Take a break from the hard stuff
Just because I advocate daily training, that doesn’t mean I think you should push yourself to
your limit every day. By all means, get some light to moderate activity throughout each day
wherever you can.
Hard training can wear down both your body and mind which makes your workouts more difficult
than they should be. You should usually feel motivated to move and be active. If you’re
struggling to motivate yourself to exercise over a week or two you might want to take it easy for
a few days. Back off on the volume of work or decrease the resistance on your strength
exercises.
This also goes for diet as well. If your diet has been feeling a little stressed or tired lately, you
may want to hit up that Chinese buffet or make a batch of cookies.
Don’t worry about losing ground by easing off a bit. Remember, that you want to play the long
game when it comes to fitness. Scaling back a little to make a lot of progress later on is
definitely the smart way to go.
#15 Focus on developing good habits
Few things are more difficult in life than trying to break a bad habit. This is especially true for
habits you’ve practiced for years. Getting rid of a bad habit can require a ton of hard work for
long periods of time. So what’s the solution? Simple. Don’t try to break your bad habits in the
first place but grow good habits instead!

Feed good habits in order to starve the
bad.
Even the worst habits are adopted for good reasons. You may have them to relieve stress,
bolster confidence or any other well intended reason. This is why trying to erase a bad habit can
be so difficult. It doesn’t matter what the science behind the habit says about how bad it is.
Every bad habit you’re holding onto is in your life to fulfill a very good purpose. So when you try
to stop practicing the habit it leaves a gaping hole of deprivation in your life. Even though you
may (temporarily) have given up the habit, it’s left an even deeper desire to fulfill the need it was
satisfying. Unless you can find something else to fulfill that need, you’ll always crave the bad
habit.

This is why focusing on adopting good habits can work so much better than trying to break bad
habits. It works due to the finite nature of resources like time, money and energy. The more
resources you spend towards practicing good habits the less you’ll have to practice bad ones.
At the same time, your better habits are taking care of your needs, sometimes more effectively,
so there’s less need to practice the bad habit.
So don’t focus on breaking a bad habit, and instead look for more productive habits you can do
instead. Over time, the bad habits will be pushed out of your life with much less effort.
#16 Be flexible

One of the biggest reasons that fitness is unnecessarily difficult for people is the desire to do
everything right. People want to eat right and do the right routine. This is driven by the idea that
you’ll only get results if you do things the right way, and avoid doing them the wrong way.
It’s a noble idea, but it can quickly trap you into a dogmatic prison that restricts both your
lifestyle and your results. The fact is, no one ever achieved the results they wanted by eating or
exercising “the right way.” Instead, everyone who’s achieved success has done so because
they are always looking to eat or exercise in a better way. This is due to yet another of the 5
most important principles of fitness called progression. It doesn’t matter how perfect your diet or
workout is, if it never improves beyond a few dogmatic rules you’ll never get very far.
Not only will you not achieve your ultimate goals, but you’ll work harder than you need to in
order to adhere to those dogmatic ideals. Let’s say, for example you’re at a potluck and nothing
on the table works within your rules of “clean eating.” At this point you have a few options, none
of which are going to be easy for you. You can abstain for eating and just tell everyone you had
a big breakfast while fighting hunger. You can leave the potluck and avoid the food, and your
loved ones, entirely. You can go find food you can eat which will cost you more time, money and
effort. Or you could just “give in” and over eat with wild abandon which results in feeling guilty,
over fed and stressed about how you’re going to undo the “damage.”
None of those ideas are going to make healthy eating easier for you as they all carry some sort
of personal cost to you. There is of course another option which is to focus on the core
principles of healthy eating and enjoying the food at the potluck in a healthy way. It’s the easy
way plus it’s the healthiest and most effective method available. The only catch is you can only
accomplish this if you take a flexible approach which many dogmatic fitness methods
discourage.
#18 Do things you enjoy
One of the great benefits of Fitness Independence is that once you know the key principles you
need to do, you can do anything you w
 ant to do. If you don’t like running on a treadmill you don’t
have to. If you would rather go snowshoeing you can do that. If you don’t like stretching you can
give it up. If you prefer kickboxing then have at it!
Don’t make the mistake of looking for what’s supposedly proven to be the most effective. I
consider seeking out the most effective diet, exercise or workout a waste of time. It doesn’t
matter if a bunch of experts claim that running is the best way to burn fat. If you would rather
replace your toilet paper with sandpaper than go running it’s not going to be effective for you. So
take stock of the methods that resonate with you. Once you get some emotional drive behind
what you do, you’ll find ways to make it more effective than anything else.
#19 Stick to the basics

Bruce Lee said it best:

Few things make fitness more difficult like complicated techniques. The most fundamental
exercises and methods make getting in shape much easier. Or as I like to tell my clients, boring
exercises produce the most exciting results. This is why the ultimate book on progressive
bodyweight training, Convict Conditioning, focuses on just 6 basic movements. While most
books on bodyweight training include a lot of variety and countless moves, Convict Conditioning
does the opposite by encouraging you to pursue mastery in just a handful.
People may ask if push ups, leg raises and squats are enough and believe me, they are more
than enough. I don’t care who you are or what your routine looks like. If you go from struggling
to do 10 push ups on your knees to busting out 20 with one arm you will be crazy strong and
look great to boot! Once again, it all comes down to that progression and looking to do
something better rather than looking to do something different. Once you master the basic
moves you won’t need to bother with anything else.
#20 Reduce junk exercise
Just as you can have junk food and “empty calories” in your diet, you can have junk exercise
and empty activity in your workout. Like junk food, junk exercise can feel satisfying in the
moment, but it doesn’t produce much in the way of long term progress.
Instead of focusing on getting rid of low quality activity, I recommend you focus on doing things
that provide the most rewarding returns. Effective exercises should provide very noticeable
results. If you’re not sure if a move isn’t doing much for you, it probably isn’t. If what you’re
doing is really working you should at least feel an improvement from one week to the next when
you do it. If not, something needs to change in either how you’re doing the move or something
else entirely.

Another trick is to imagine you have a very limited time to exercise or if you could only do 3-4
exercises in a workout what would you pick? By limiting your time and options, you’ll focus on
the most important exercises and not waste too much time on trivial activity.
#21 Don’t seek fatigue or stress
Don’t make the mistake of believing that the body gets stronger just from stress and exhaustion.
Sure, stress is an influential part of fitness, but it’s usually not a direct cause. There’s no
promise that you’ll get results because you drive yourself into the ground.
Results come from progressively fulfilling the root cause of your goals. It’s entirely possible to
work yourself into a stupor and accomplish very little in your workout. On the other hand, you
can get a lot done and not feel trashed afterward.

#22 Practice muscle control
The quality of every exercise depends on how well you can control the
tension in your muscles. If your muscle control is poor, your results will
be poor regardless of how you change your workout. The good news
is improving muscle control will make everything you do more effective
no matter how you do it.
Practicing muscle control is simple; you just tense up your muscles
throughout the day. Flex your abs while waiting at a stop light. Tighten
your glutes and hamstrings every time you walk to a meeting. It
doesn’t require a dedicated exercise or flexing in a posture. Just tense
your muscles for a few seconds and then relax them. The book,
Muscle Control, by Maxick is a great resource to learn more.
I know that might not seem like a big deal, and it’s not. However, all of
your exercise success depends on this muscle control, and like all
skills, muscle control requires a lot of repetitive practice. You’re not
going to improve it much by working a muscle group 1-2 times a week. You need constant daily
practice which is not hard to do since it only takes a few seconds and you can do it anywhere.
Conclusion
In the game of fitness, the spoils don’t always go to those who can work the hardest or prove
how hardcore they are. Like any game, the winner is the one who can produce the best results.
You don’t get an A for effort, you get an A for abs, fat loss and performance. While these things
always take work, adding unnecessary work in the name of busting your tail will only hold you
back. So pick up a copy of Fitness independence, subscribe to my YouTube Channel, and hit

me up on Instagram and Twitter. They are packed with shortcuts to help make your fitness
journey as simple, effective and above all, as easy as possible.
Be fit & Live free,
Matt Schifferle

